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If you are looking for a straightforward, no-nonsense, easy-to-read guide to help you better

understand the patenting process, then this book is for you!Today only, get this incredibly useful

guide for only $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or

Kindle device.So youâ€™ve got the next breakthrough invention! With your new idea thatâ€™s

poised to take the market by storm, you donâ€™t want anyone beating you to the punch. Nor do you

want any tag-along imitators or giant corporations claiming your idea as their own. A patent is a

temporary government-issued monopoly that prevents others from making, using or selling your

product. Holding a patent on an invention grants you the authority to issue licenses to others

(individuals or companies) who want to make and sell your product. This ebook is designed to give

you a solid fundamental understanding of this involved (and at times, complicated) process. If

youâ€™re invention is a good one, then youâ€™re off to a running start, but 95% of the potential for

success hinges on how you go about procuring your patent and finding partners to help you make

and sell your product. This book will help you better understand the patenting process by providing

step-by-step instructions on the how, when, and where of patenting. Here Is A Preview Of What

You'll Learn...When to Patent (and When NOT to Tell People About It)Where to Go and What to

DoGetting Help and Avoiding ScamsBeing Unique is Good, But Not CriticalGet Ready to

SweatMoving from a Provisional to a Full Patent Understanding Terms and FeesMuch, much

more!Download your copy today!Tags: getting a patent, patenting an idea, how to patent something,

patents, how to patent, how to patent an idea, how to get a patent, how to patent an invention,

patent pending, provisional patent, how to patent a product, how to file a patent
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This information can be gathered by doing a couple searches. A lot of places have all of the same

information compiled together for free. I was hoping it would be more educational on filing a

provisional patent, as the title states. The book, basically, just tells you to get a patent attorney or

the equivalent. The book appears to maybe be a way to send business to an Inventor Service

Agency listed in the book.

I've always been interested to know how to patent something so when I stumbled upon this book, I

purchased it right away. It's a short book, which I prefer because I don't really have an idea or

project to patent. I just thought it would be nice to know how. It's a good book especially for

beginners like me. It gives you a gist on what to do and how to do it but it's not really that detailed

but good enough if you don't know much about it.

Although I am not an inventorâ€¦ yet, I still find this book very useful and informative. It helped me

understand the process and steps required for getting an idea patented. It is only now that I

understood how important it is to legally protect your ideas. Now that the information is readily

available, we should put everything in place. The tips here will also save individuals a lot of effort

and expenses involved in patenting.

The book is truly encyclopedic in both scope and size. It seems to cover just about every possible

topic, and written in easily understood language. The good news is you can find everything you

need in this book and guide as an reference. Highly recommended!

Started out strong but skipped the details on how to file the patent... More about the process of

manufacturing and less about the actual legalities of patenting and how to file for a patent...glad it

was free.



My brother is a brilliant man, he is actually a jack of all trade and his work is excellent. He created

several innovations and wishful to have a few of it patented. This book is greatly beneficial for him

and myself. A highly informative book about patenting innovations, giving you your own discretion

whether to follow the steps for provisional patenting or opt to proceed for a full patent. It will teach

you the steps on how to make money out of your invention, aside from that- it will provide you

handful information on how to really bring your creation to the market.My key take away from this

book- "spend a lot of time in strategic analysis and planning before pursuing a patent".

If you sometimes have greet ideas about things you think you can invent and you are afraid that

your idea might be theft or you donâ€™t know where to go then this book is a must have for you. It

helps you from the very beginning giving you valuable advises about when to tell about your

invention and who not to tell about it also it answers for you these questions: where should I go?,

what to do next?, who can help me? and much more.

This is a great book to get if you're considering to patent your ideas or invention. This book contains

ideas and information that will be very helpful in guiding you to patenting your ideas and inventions.

It gives a background of patenting namely, when to patent and when not to, where to go and what to

do, getting help without being scammed and other very helpful information. A very good and

informational read.
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